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Abstract

We study the parameter estimation problem for a varying index coefficient model in high
dimensions. Unlike the most existing works that iteratively estimate the parameters and
link functions, based on the generalized Stein’s identity, we propose computationally effi-
cient estimators for the high-dimensional parameters without estimating the link functions.
We consider two different setups where we either estimate each sparse parameter vector
individually or estimate the parameters simultaneously as a sparse or low-rank matrix. For
all these cases, our estimators are shown to achieve optimal statistical rates of convergence
(up to logarithmic terms in the low-rank setting). Moreover, throughout our analysis, we
only require the covariate to satisfy certain moment conditions, which is significantly weaker
than the Gaussian or elliptically symmetric assumptions that are commonly made in the
existing literature. Finally, we conduct extensive numerical experiments to corroborate the
theoretical results.

Keywords: high-dimensional estimation, semiparametric modeling, Stein’s identity, vary-
ing index coefficient model

1. Introduction

We consider the problem of estimating parameters in a high-dimensional varying index
coefficient model with following form

y “
d2
ÿ

j“1

zj ¨ fjpxx,β
‹
j yq ` ε, (1)
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where y is response variable, x “ px1, . . . , xd1q
J P Rd1 and z “ pz1, . . . , zd2q

J P Rd2 are given
covariates, and ε is random noise with Erε | x, zs “ 0. For j P rd2s

1, β‹j “ pβ
‹
j1, . . . , β

‹
jd1
qJ

are the coefficient vectors, that is parameters, which vary with different covariates zj , and
fjp¨q are unknown nonparametric link functions. For identification purposes, we can always
permute β‹j and multiply by a scalar such that

β‹j P tβ P Rd1 : }β}2 “ 1 and β1 ą 0u, j “ 1, . . . , d2. (2)

All further restrictions on parameters will only be considered under (2).
Model (1) has been introduced by Ma and Song (2015) as a flexible generalization of a

number of well studied semiparametric statistical models (see also Xue and Wang, 2012).
When zj “ 1 for all j P rd2s, the model reduces to the additive single-index model (Chen,
1991; Carroll et al., 1997), which can also be viewed as a two-layer neural network with
d2 hidden nodes. When d1 “ 1 and β‹j “ 1 for j “ 1, . . . , d2, the model (1) reduces to
the varying coefficient model proposed in Cleveland et al. (1991) and Hastie and Tibshirani
(1993), with wide applications in scientific areas such as economics and medical science
(Fan and Zhang, 2008). Varying coefficient models allow the coefficients of z to be smooth
functions of x, thus incorporating nonlinear interactions between x and z. Model (1)
is also easily interpreted in real applications because it inherits features from both single-
index model and varying coefficient model, while being able to capture complex multivariate
nonlinear structure.

Our focus is on the case when the dimension of x is high, which makes estimation of the
coefficients difficult. Existing procedures estimate the unknown functions and coefficients
iteratively. First, with the signal parameters tβ‹j ujPrd2s fixed, one estimates the functions
tfjp¨qujPrd2s using a nonparametric method, such as local polynomial estimator. Next, using
the estimated link functions, one re-estimates the coefficients. While the global minimizer
has desirable properties (see Xue and Wang (2012) and Ma and Song (2015) and the refer-
ences therein), the loss function is usually nonconvex and it is computationally intractable
to obtain the global optima. For high-dimensional single-index models (d2 “ 1 and z “ 1),
when the distribution of x is known, the signal parameter can be estimated directly by
fitting Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996). Such an estimator is shown to achieve minimax-optimal
statistical rate of convergence (Plan and Vershynin, 2016; Plan et al., 2017). Thus, the
following question naturally arises:

Is it possible to estimate signal parameters tβ‹j ujPrd2s in (1) with both statistical accuracy
and computational efficiency?

In this work, we provide a positive answer to above question. Specifically, we focus
on the problem of estimating the parameter matrix B‹ “ pβ‹1, . . . ,β

‹
d2
q P Rd1ˆd2 in the

high-dimensional setting where the sample size is much smaller than d1 ˆ d2 and B‹ is
either sparse or low-rank. We utilize the score functions and the generalized Stein’s identity
(Stein, 1972; Stein et al., 2004) to estimate the unknown coefficients through a regularized
least-square regression problem, without learning the unknown functions tfjp¨qujPrd2s. We
prove that the estimators achieve (near) optimal statistical rates of convergence under
weak moment conditions, which make our procedure suitable for heavy-tailed data, using
a careful truncation argument. Finally, our estimator can be computed as a solution to a
convex optimization problem.

1. For any integer d, we denote rds “ t1, 2, ..., du.
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Main Contributions. Our contributions are three-fold. First, we propose a computation-
ally efficient estimation procedure for the varying index coefficient model in high dimensions.
Different from existing work, our approach does not need to estimate the unknown functions
tfjujPrd2s. Second, when B‹ is sparse, we prove that the proposed estimator achieves the
optimal statistical rate of convergence, while when B‹ is low-rank, our estimator is shown
to be near-optimal (up to a logarithmic factor). Finally, we provide thorough numerical
experiments with both synthetic and real data to back up our theories.

Related Work. There is a plethora of literature on the varying coefficient model, first
proposed in Cleveland et al. (1991) and Hastie and Tibshirani (1993), where the coefficients
are modeled as nonparametric functions of x. See Fan and Zhang (2008) for a detailed
review. Xia and Li (1999), Fan et al. (2003), and Xue and Wang (2012) considered model
in (1) with β‹j “ β

‹ for all j P rd2s and estimated it with standard nonparametric techniques.
Ma and Song (2015) proposed model (1) and developed a profile least-square approach
to estimate the coefficients. Unfortunately, the estimator is defined as a solution to a
constrained optimization problem with nonconvex objective function that can be hard to
globally optimize in practice. This should be contrasted to estimators that are based on
solving convex optimization problems.

Another related line of research is on the high-dimensional single-index model (SIM)
with sparse coefficient vector, which is a special case of model (1). Most of the existing
results require either knowing the distribution of x or strong assumptions on the link func-
tions. Specifically, Thrampoulidis et al. (2015), Neykov et al. (2016), Plan and Vershynin
(2016), and Plan et al. (2017) all showed that when x is a standard Gaussian and the
link function satisfies certain conditions, Lasso estimators could also work for SIM with the
same theoretical guarantee as if the link function is not present. To relax the Gaussian as-
sumption, Goldstein et al. (2018) proposed a modified Lasso-type estimator when x has an
elliptically symmetric distribution. Moreover, using the generalized Stein’s identity, Yang
et al. (2017) proposed a soft-thresholding estimator for SIM when the distribution of x is
known, and Na and Kolar (2018) proposed estimators for single-index volatility model. Our
work can be viewed as the extension of this work from two aspects. First, as mentioned
before, our model in (1) includes the single-index model considered in Yang et al. (2017)
as a special case, which can be recovered by letting d2 “ 1 and z “ 1. In comparison, our
model contains d2 unknown signal vectors tβ‹j ujPrd2s, where d2 itself can be large compared
to the sample size. As we will show later, when the parameter matrix B‹ has a certain
low-dimensional structure, such as being sparse or low rank, we construct efficient estima-
tors that enjoy sharp statistical rates of convergence even when d2 is large and tzjujPrd2s
are dependent, heavy-tailed. Second, from the methodology perspective, our estimators are
based on combining the first-order Stein’s identity and the dependence structure of the co-
variate z, which is a novel observation in index models and generalizes the method in Yang
et al. (2017) for SIM. In particular, we extract the information of the parameter matrix
B‹ via multiplying the response y by the score function of x and the covariate z adjusted
by its precision matrix (see (9)). When z has independent components, our procedure for
estimating each single sparse vector β‹j is equivalent to fitting d2 SIMs using the procedure
proposed in Yang et al. (2017). However, even having independent tzjujPrd2s, their method
fails when estimating B‹ as a whole with either low-rank or sparse structure, since they
only have one coefficient and cannot deal with varying coefficient models without account-
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ing for z in Steins identity. Furthermore, to handle dependence structure of z in general,
we construct suitable precision matrix estimators for heavy-tailed variable in either low or
high dimensions based on the CLIME procedure (Cai et al., 2011) and the soft truncation
technique, which is of independent interests. Besides aforementioned related literature, a
sequence of work (Zhu et al., 2006; Jiang and Liu, 2014; Zhang et al., 2017; Lin et al.,
2017, 2018) applied the sliced inverse regression (SIR) technique on high-dimensional SIM,
which is generalized from Li (1991). But all these works require the distribution of x to be
Gaussian or elliptical. To resolve this limitation, Babichev and Bach (2018) incorporated
SIR with both first-order and second-order score function when fitting a low-dimensional
index model, while the high-dimensional analysis is not included.

Furthermore, our work is also related to the study of additive index model, which is
more challenging than (1), and there is very much work in this direction. Most existing
work focuses on estimating the signal parameters and the link functions together in the
low-dimensional setting. See, for example, Yuan (2011), Wang et al. (2015), and Chen and
Samworth (2016). When the covariate is Gaussian and the link functions are known, Sedghi
et al. (2016) proposed to estimate the signal parameters via tensor decomposition. These
works are not comparable with ours as we consider a different model and our goal is to
efficiently estimate the high-dimensional parameters.

Lastly, our estimation methodology utilizes the generalized Stein’s identity (Stein et al.,
2004), which extends the well-known Stein’s identity for Gaussian distribution (Stein, 1972)
to general distributions whose density satisfies certain regularity conditions. This identity
is widely applied in probability, statistics, and machine learning. We point the reader to
Chen et al. (2011), Chwialkowski et al. (2016), Liu et al. (2016), Liu and Wang (2016), and
Liu et al. (2018) for recent applications.

Notations: Throughout the paper, we use boldface letters, v,V , to denote vector or matrix
and their elements will be denoted as vi, Vij . For any vector v and p ě 1, }v}p is the vector
`p-norm, with the usual extension }v}0 “ |supppvq| “ |ti : vi ‰ 0u|. Given a matrix V P

Rmˆn, we let }V }p be the induced p-norm. We denote the nuclear norm and Frobenius norm

as }V }˚ and }V }F , respectively. We also define }V }p,q “
`
řn
j“1p

řm
i“1 |Vij |

pqq{p
˘1{q

, which is
basically computing the vector `p-norm for each column and then computing the `q norm for
those n numbers. We also define }V }max “ }V }8,8 and supppV q “ tpi, jq : Vij ‰ 0u. For
two matrices V ,U with the same dimension, we let xV ,Uy “ tracepV TUq “

řn
i,j“1 VijUij .

When presenting the result, we use a À b (Á) to denote a ď c ¨ b (ě) for some constant
c that we are less interested in. Also, we have a — b ô a À b and a Á b. Given a
threshold λ, we define the soft-thresholding function Tλp¨q as follows: (i) when a P Rd, we let
Tλpaq P Rd with rTλpaqsi “ p1´λ{|ai|q`ai; (ii) when A P Rd1ˆd2 , suppose its singular value
decomposition can be written as A “ UdiagpσqV T , then we let TλpAq “ Udiagpσ̂qV T

where σ̂i “ pσi ´ λq`.

2. Estimation via the Generalized Stein’s Identity

In this section, we present the main idea for estimating coefficients in model (1). Our
estimator relies on the generalized Stein’s identity (Stein et al., 2004), which we state next.
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Theorem 1 (Generalized Stein’s identity, Stein et al. (2004)) Suppose v P Rd is a
random vector with differentiable positive density pv : Rd Ñ R. We define its score func-
tion as Sv : Rd Ñ Rd, Svpvq “ ´∇ log pvpvq. If a differentiable function f : Rd Ñ R
together with v satisfies regularity condition: |pvpvq| Ñ 0 as }v} Ñ 8 and Er|fpvqSvpvq|s_
Er|∇fpvq|s ă 8, then we have

ErfpvqSvpvqs “ Er∇fpvqs. (3)

In particular, when v „ Np0, Idq, we have

Ergpvqvs “ Er∇gpvqs.

We drop off the subscript of density and score function to make notation concise. In
order to use Theorem 1 for estimation of coefficients in model (1), we require the following
regularity condition.

Assumption 2 (Regularity) We assume that x, z in (1) are independent and the density
function pp¨q of x is positive and differentiable. For any j P rd2s, we assume function
f̃j : Rd1 Ñ R, defined to be f̃jpxq “ fjpxx,β

‹
j yq, together with variable x satisfies the

regularity condition of Theorem 1. Further, let µj :“ Erf 1jpxx,β‹j yqs and we assume µj ‰ 0.

In addition, we assume covariate z are standardized with Erzjs “ 0 and Erz2j s “ 1, @j P rd2s.

Note that the standardization of z is made only to simplify our presentation. It is easy
to extend to a general z using the fact that Erzpz ´ ErzsqT s “ Varpzq, where diagonal
entries of Varpzq can be assumed to be one without loss of generality, as the variance of
each zj can be absorbed into fjp¨q. Since Erzs is easy to estimate at a fast enough rate, we
can replace z by z ´ Erzs whenever necessary in analysis for the general z. See equation
(9) for example. Under Assumption 2, Stein’s identity will allow us to extract the unknown
coefficient parameter, which is proportional to the derivative of the corresponding unknown
function in the index model. To clarify, note that

Erfjpxx,β‹j yqSpxqs “ Erf̃jpxqSpxqs
p3q
“ Er∇f̃jpxqs “ µjβ

‹
j :“ β̃j . (4)

The condition µj ‰ 0 ensures that the above expectation will not vanish and further β‹j can

be fully identifiable from β̃j due to (2).
With this setup, we start with a warm-up example and illustrate how to estimate coef-

ficients tβ‹j ujPrd2s when x „ Np0, Id1q, z „ Np0, Id2q and x and z are independent. The
extension to heavy-tailed distributions is presented in the next section. Similar to (4), for
any k P rd2s, Stein’s identity gives us

Ery ¨ zk ¨ xs “
d2
ÿ

j“1

Erzjzkfjpxβ‹j ,xyqxs “ Erfkpxβ‹k,xyqxs
p4q
“ µkβ

‹
k “ β̃k. (5)

Under Assumption 2 and identifiability condition (2), the above equation allows us to form
an estimator for β‹k by minimizing the following population loss

β̃k “ arg min
βk

Lkpβkq “ arg min
βk

"

}βk}
2
2 ´ 2Ery ¨ zk ¨ xβk,xys

*

. (6)
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Given n i.i.d. copies of py,x, zq, tyi,Xi,Ziu
n
i“1, we obtain an estimator of β̃k by replacing

the expectation in (6) with a sample mean

β̂k “ arg min
βk

L̂kpβkq `Rkpβkq “ arg min
βk

"

}βk}
2 ´

2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikxβk,Xiy ` λk}βk}1

*

, (7)

where Rkpβkq is a penalty function that imposes desired structural assumptions on the
estimate. In a high-dimensional setting, it is common to assume that β̃k is sparse, so here
we use the `1-norm penalty with Rkpβkq “ λk}βk}1. Note that the loss function in (6) can
also be written as

Lpβkq “ Erpy ´ zkxx,βkyq2s,

which leads to an alternative form for the estimator with a design matrix

arg min
βk

"

1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

pyi ´ ZikX
T
i βkq

2 ` λk}βk}1

*

.

Finally, we note that the estimator in (7) can be obtained in a closed form

β̂k “ Tλk{2

˜

1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikXi

¸

,

where T p¨q is the soft-thresholding operator defined at the end of Section 1.
Our first result establishes the convergence rate for the estimator in (7). We present the

result for a slightly more general setting where z has independent sub-Gaussian components
with }zj}ψ2 “ Υzj , @j P rd2s.

2

Theorem 3 (Warm-up) Consider model (1) with }β‹k}0 ď s for k P rd2s, x „ Np0, Id1q,
components of z are independent with }zk}ψ2 “ Υzk ď Υz for k P rd2s and independent of
x, and y is sub-exponential with }y}ψ1 ď Υy. Furthermore assume that Assumption 2 holds.
The estimator in (7) with λk “ 4Υ

a

log n{n, for a constant Υ that depends on Υy and Υz
only, satisfies

}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 ď
3

2

?
sλk and }β̂k ´ β̃k}1 ď 6sλk, @k P rd2s

with probability at least 1´ d2d1{n
2.

Theorem 3 established rate of convergence for the estimator of β̃k. In particular, it
suggests that with high probability we have @k P rd2s,

}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 À

c

s log n

n
and }β̂k ´ β̃k}1 À s

c

log n

n
,

2. For centered random variable x, we define }x}ψ1 “ suppě1 p
´1
pE|x|pq1{p, }x}ψ2 “ suppě1 p

´1{2
pE|x|pq1{p.

We call x a sub-exponential random variable if }x}ψ1 ă 8. We call x a sub-Gaussian random variable
with proxy variance }x}2ψ2

if }x}ψ2 ă 8. See Vershynin (2012) for detailed properties.
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which matches the optimal rate of convergence for sparse vectors recovery under the setting
when n ! d1 ! n2 (Lin et al., 2017). It is useful to note that sub-exponential assumption
on y is mild. For example, it is satisfied when tfjujPrd2s can be dominated by a linear

function and ε is sub-exponential. The result follows from a bound on }∇L̂kpβ̃kq}8, which
is presented in the following lemma.

Lemma 4 Under the conditions of Theorem 3, we have @k P rd2s,

P

˜

}∇L̂kpβ̃kq}8 ą 2Υ

c

log n

n

¸

ă
d1
n2
.

Under the identifiability condition (2), we have the following corollary for the normalized
estimator.

Corollary 5 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, then for sufficiently large
n (threshold depends on s and minjPrd2sp|µj | ^ β

‹
j1q), we have

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

signpβ̂k1q
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´ β‹k

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

À

c

s log n

n
and

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

signpβ̂k1q
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´ β‹k

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1

À s

c

log n

n
, @k P rd2s

with probability 1 ´ d2d1{n
2. Further we can get }B̂ ´ B‹}F À

b

d2s logn
n where B̂ saves

normalized estimators by column.

Note that the order of }B̂ ´ B‹}F in Corollary 5 is proven under the column-wise
sparsity. Details under the assumption that B‹ is fully sparse will be discussed later.

In the next few sections, we will build on the illustrative example studied in this section
and generalize our results to a heavy-tailed setting, which will improve the applicability
of the estimator. Furthermore, we will consider estimation of all coefficients tβ‹j ujPrd2s
simultaneously by imposing structural assumptions on the coefficient matrix B‹. Let B̃ “

pβ̃1, ..., β̃d2q, we usually focus on establishing statistical guarantee for estimating B̃ as it
keeps the same structure as B‹, and conversely, B‹ is fully identifiable from B̃ under (2).

3. Overview of Results

In this section, we introduce weak moment assumption and provide an overview of the
proposed estimators and their statistical convergence rates. Our theoretical analysis is
separated into two cases: (i) estimating a single sparse coefficient vector β‹k; (ii) estimating
the coefficient matrixB‹. In the former case, we assume covariate z has independent entries
so that we can extract one specific parameter, while in the latter case, we impose either
low-rank or sparse structure on B‹ and relax the requirement for independence of z by
modifying the estimation procedure to include the estimator of the precision matrix. We
build our theoretical results on following weak moment condition.

Assumption 6 (Finite p-th moment) We say finite p-th moment holds if there exists a
constant Mp ą 0 such that

Eryps _ ErSpxqpj s _ Erzpks ďMp, @j P rd1s, k P rd2s.
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Single sparse vector recovery
Type Moment condition Dimension Rate

Warm-up
x, z „ Np0, Iq,
indep; y „ subE

s ! n ! d1 ! n2
b

s logn
n

General p “ 6 s ! n ! d1
b

s log d1d2

n

Low-rank matrix recovery

Sparse precision p “ 4 pr, wq ! pd1, d2q ! n
b

rpd1`d2q logpd1`d2q

n _ w
b

r log d2

n

General precision p “ 4 r ! pd1, d2q ! n
b

rpd1`d2q logpd1`d2q

n

Indep. entries in z p “ 4 r ! pd1, d2q ! n
b

rpd1`d2q logpd1`d2q

n

Sparse matrix recovery
Column sparse &
sparse precision

p “ 6 ps, d2q ! n ! d1
b

sd2 log d1d2

n

Column sparse &
general precision

p “ 6 ps, d2q ! n ! d1
b

sd2 log d1d2

n _
d2

?
s log d2?
n

Fully sparse &
sparse precision

p “ 6 ps, wq ! n ! pd1, d2q
b

s log d1d2

n

Fully sparse &
indep. entries in z

p “ 6 s ! n ! pd1, d2q
b

s log d1d2

n

Table 1: Convergence Rate for } ¨ }2 or } ¨ }F .

This condition is used throughout all of our theoretical analysis. In sparse vector re-
covery, we require finite 6-th moment, while in low-rank matrix recovery, we only require
finite 4-th moment. Note that though we cannot assume Spxq is sub-Gaussian, it turns
out assuming Spxq to have finite moment is still reasonable in the sense that even for some
heavy-tailed distributions, such as t-distribution and Gamma distribution, their score vari-
ables still satisfy the finite moment assumption for some p. On the other hand, assumptions
for applying Stein’s identity always boil down to finite moment conditions. For example,
Yang et al. (2017) required finite 4-th moment when estimating SIM. In order to estimate
varying indices, we require additional two moments to be finite.

Our results are summarized in Table 1. In summary, we achieve
a

s log d1{n rate for
estimating a single sparse vector, while

a

s log d1d2{n for estimating a fully sparse pa-
rameter matrix. Both of them attain the minimax rate considering the case where all
unknown link functions fjp¨q are identity functions. For low-rank estimation, we achieve
a

rpd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q{n rate, which is also comparable with results in Plan and Ver-
shynin (2016); Goldstein et al. (2018), though it only attains near-optimal rate up to the
logarithmic factor. Note that estimating precision matrix of z can be conducted indepen-
dently from our main procedure and any advanced, suitable estimators can be plugged into
our approach. To make the paper compact but self-contained, we only consider estimating
a general low-dimensional precision matrix for heavy-tailed z as an illustration, and dis-
cuss the high-dimensional sparse precision matrix estimation in appendix. Basically, if the
precision matrix of z is sparse, we can estimate it by CLIME procedure (Cai et al., 2011)
with a careful truncation of the sample covariance to attain optimal rate of convergence,
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even though z only has finite certain moment. The proposed precision matrix estimator
for heavy-tailed variable is used as a plug-in estimator whenever z has non-diagonal covari-
ance matrix. Detailed estimation procedures and corresponding error rates are showed in
Section 5 and Appendix A, respectively.

4. Sparse Vector Recovery

In this section, we present an extension of the estimator discussed in Section 2 to heavy-
tailed data. Applying Theorem 1 after replacing x by Spxq in (5) leads to

Ery ¨ zk ¨ Spxqs “
d2
ÿ

j“1

Erzjzkfjpxβ‹j ,xyqSpxqs “ Erfkpxβ‹k,xyqSpxqs
p4q
“ µkβ

‹
k “ β̃k,

under the independence condition that Erzjzks “ 0 for j ‰ k, which we maintain throughout
the section but relax it in Section 5 and 6. The above identity allows us to estimate the
direction of β‹k by estimating the left hand side even in the setting with heavy-tailed data.
However, in order to get a fast rate of convergence we will require the covariates and the
response to be appropriately truncated.

Given a threshold τ ą 0, we define the truncation of a vector v P Rd as qv P Rd whose
coordinates are defined by rqvsi “ vi if |vi| ď τ and 0 otherwise. Our estimator for β̃k is
given as

β̂k “ arg min
βk

L̄kpβkq `Rkpβkq “ arg min
βk

"

}βk}
2 ´

2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|Zikxβk, SpXiqy ` λk}βk}1

*

,

(8)

which can be obtained in a closed form as

β̂k “ Tλk{2
ˆ

n´1
n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|ZikSpXiq

˙

.

Compared to the estimator in (7), we have replaced Xi by SpXiq and have carefully trun-
cated the data to obtain the following result.

Theorem 7 (Single sparse vector recovery) Consider the model (1) with }β‹k}0 ď s,
@k P rd2s. Suppose Assumption 2, Assumption 6 pp “ 6q hold and Erzjzks “ 0 for j ‰ k,
then the estimator defined in (8) with λk “ 76

a

M6 log d1d2{n and τ “ pM6n{ log d1d2q
1{6{2

satisfies

}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 ď
3

2

?
sλk and }β̂k ´ β̃k}1 ď 6sλk, @k P rd2s,

with probability at least 1´ 2{d21d
2
2.

The theorem establishes that

}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 À

c

s log d1d2
n

and }β̂k ´ β̃k}1 À s

c

log d1d2
n

9
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with high probability. When d2 “ 1 the rate matches the minimax rate established in
Lin et al. (2017). Our proof technique requires finite 6-th moment, which ensures that the
truncated variables do not lose too much information. This assumption can be compared to
boundedness of the 4-th moment in estimation of a single-index model (Yang et al., 2017).
We require a stronger assumption due to estimation in a more general model. Theorem 7
follows from a bound on }∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8 given in the following lemma.

Lemma 8 Under the conditions of Theorem 7,

P

ˆ

}∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8 ď 38

c

M6 log d1d2
n

, @k P rd2s

˙

ě 1´
2

d21d
2
2

.

From the standard analysis of the `1-penalized methods in Bühlmann and van de Geer
(2011), we know that the penalty parameter λk should be set as c}∇L̂kpβ̃kq}8 for some

c ą 0. Moreover, we see threshold τ has the order τ — 1{λ
2{p
k , where p is the number

of moments variables have. Thus, the more moments the variables have, the smaller the
threshold level τ would be, which is also consistent with our intuition.

We note that the estimator in (8) crucially depends on the independence among coordi-
nates of z. Without this assumption the estimator is not valid. In what follows, we study
estimators of the matrix B‹ as a whole, by imposing either low-rank or sparse structure,
instead of estimating the matrix column by column.

5. Low-rank Matrix Recovery

In this section, we propose an estimator for B‹ in model (1), which has near optimal rate
of convergence under an assumption that B‹ is low-rank. We relax the condition that
Erzjzks “ 0 as assumed earlier, by estimating the inverse of the covariance of z, also called
the precision matrix. Let Σ‹ “ ErzzJs P Rd2ˆd2 and Ω‹ “ pΣ‹q´1. We consider two cases:
(i) when d2 is in low dimensions, we have no structural assumptions on the precision matrix
Ω‹; (ii) when d2 is in high dimensions, we assume that the precision matrix is in the set
FK
w for some w and K, where

FK
w “

"

Ω ľ 0 : }Ω}0,8 ď w, }Ω}2 ď K, }Ω´1}2 ď K

*

.

The set above is borrowed from Cai et al. (2011) and it controls upper and lower bounds
on eigenvalues of Ω‹, as well as the maximal sparsity over columns. Since estimating the
precision matrix itself is a well studied topic and can be conducted independently from
estimating model (1), we only take the former case as an example. For the latter case, the
sparsity structure on precision matrix can allow us to study the model with both d1, d2 in
high dimensions. We will discuss how to make use of the CLIME procedure (Cai et al.,
2011) with truncated sample covariance to estimate the precision matrix for heavy-tailed
variable in Appendix A.

10
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We start by writing down the identifiability relationship. Under Assumption 2, we have

Ery ¨ SpxqzT sΩ‹ “
d2
ÿ

j“1

Erfjpxβ‹j ,xyqSpxqsErzj ¨ zT sΩ‹

“

d2
ÿ

j“1

β̃je
T
j Σ‹Ω‹ “ pβ̃1, ..., β̃d2q “ B̃, (9)

where ej P Rd2 is the j-th canonical basis vector. This relationship allows us to estimate
the B̃ as a minimizer of the population loss,

B̃ “ arg min
B

"

}B}2F ´ 2Ery ¨ xSpxqzTΩ‹,Bys

*

. (10)

In order to use the above relationship, we will separately estimate Ery ¨ SpxqzT s and Ω‹.

Let

φpxq “

#

´ logp1´ x` x2{2q if x ď 0,

logp1` x` x2{2q if x ą 0
(11)

be the soft truncation function. When |x| is small φpxq « x; when |x| is relatively large φpxq
dramatically shrinks x, while still being monotonically increasing. This function has been
widely used in robust mean estimation, especially for variables that only have finite certain
moments. For the univariate case, suppose v1, . . . , vn to be a sequence of i.i.d. samples
distributed as vi „ v that only has finite 2nd moment. Catoni (2012) proposed a simple
mean estimator defined as pnκq´1

řn
i“1 φpκviq with a properly chosen κ and showed sub-

Gaussian tail bound. Minsker (2018) generalized to the multivariate case using estimator
pnκq´1

řn
i“1 φpκViq, where Vi are independent random Hermitian matrices with finite 2nd

moments and φp¨q is applied to the eigenvalues only. Similarly, when Vi are not Hermitian,
we can define a dimension-free matrix soft truncation function Φp¨q using Hermitian dilation

as follows: for a matrix V , let

ˆ

0 V
V T 0

˙

“ QΛQT be the eigenvalue decomposition of

the Hermitian dilation of V . Let Ũ “ QφpΛqQT , where φpΛq is applied entrywise. Then
ΦpV q is defined to be the upper right corner matrix of Ũ with the same dimension as V .
Using the truncation function Φp¨q, our estimator for ErySpxqzT s is further defined as

1

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i q, (12)

where κ1 ą 0 is a user-specified parameter. In the later section, we will also apply the
function Φp¨q when estimating precision matrix for heavy-tailed variables in low dimensions.
With the matrix in (12), our estimator of B̃ is given as

B̂ “ arg min
B

"

}B}2F ´
2

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

xΦpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i qΩ̂,By ` λ}B}˚

*

, (13)

11
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where Ω̂ is an estimator of Ω‹. The penalty function λ}B}˚ biases the estimated matrix
B̂ to be low-rank. Note that the estimator B̂ can be obtained in a closed form as

B̂ “ Tλ{2
ˆ

1

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i qΩ̂

˙

.

We characterize convergence rate for the estimator (13) in the next theorem and discuss
estimation of a general low-dimensional Ω‹ for heavy-tailed covariate later.

Theorem 9 (Low-rank matrix recovery) Consider the model (1) with rankpB‹q ď r.
Suppose Assumption 2, Assumption 6 pp “ 4q hold and furthermore suppose a precision
matrix estimator Ω̂ satisfies

P
`

}Ω̂´Ω‹}2 ď Hpn, d2q
˘

ě 1´ Ppn, d2q.

Denote K “ }Σ‹}2 _ }Ω
‹}2. If we set κ1 “

c

2 logpd1`d2q

npd1`d2qM
3{2
4

and

λ ě 16KM
3{4
4

c

pd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q

n
` 4K max

jPrd2s
|µj | ¨ }B

‹}2 ¨Hpn, d2q,

then the estimator (13) satisfies

}B̂ ´ B̃}F ď3
?
rλ and }B̂ ´ B̃}˚ ď 24rλ.

with probability at least 1´ 2{pd1 ` d2q
2 ´ Ppn, d2q.

The theorem follows from the following concentration result.

Lemma 10 Under the conditions in Theorem 9, we have

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i q ´ Ery ¨ SpxqzT s

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

ď 4M
3{4
4

c

pd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q

n
,

with probability at least 1´ 2
pd1`d2q2

.

Different from Theorem 7, the penalty parameter λ depends also on a term that comes
from estimating Ω‹. Specifically, if it holds that Erzjzks “ 0, we can get the following
corollary immediately.

Corollary 11 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 9 are satisfied. In addition, suppose that

ErzzJs “ Id2. If we set κ1 “

c

2 logpd1`d2q

npd1`d2qM
3{2
4

and λ “ 16M
3{4
4

b

pd1`d2q logpd1`d2q
n , then

}B̂ ´ B̃}F ď3
?
rλ and }B̂ ´ B̃}˚ ď 24rλ,

with probability at least 1´ 2{pd1 ` d2q
2.

12
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Next, we briefly discuss how to estimate the precision matrix Ω‹, noting that any
suitable estimator for heavy-tailed data can be used. In a general case, when no additional
structural assumptions are available, we can invert the soft truncated empirical covariance
matrix as

Ω̂ “ Σ̂´1 where Σ̂ “
1

nκ2

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ2ZiZ
T
i q. (14)

We will show that Σ̂ is invertible for sufficiently large n. In particular, we prove }Σ̂´Σ‹}2 À
a

d2 log d2{n. Thus, Σ̂ is invertible when
a

d2 log d2{n ă λminpΣ
‹q, where λminpΣ

‹q denotes
the minimum eigenvalue of Σ‹. The following lemma characterizes the rate of convergence.

Lemma 12 Set κ2 “

c

2 log d2

nd2M
1{2
4

. If n ě 64
?
M4K

2d2 log d2, the estimator (14) satisfies

P

ˆ

}Ω̂´Ω‹}2 ď 8K2M
1{4
4

c

d2 log d2
n

˙

ě 1´
2

d22
.

In fact, we only need finite 2nd moment for z to make Ω̂ in (14) consistent. Combining
the rate obtained in Lemma 12 with that of Theorem 9, we observe that

}B̂ ´ B̃}F À

c

rpd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q

n
.

with high probability. In particular, the rate of convergence is governed by the rate obtained
in Lemma 10 and the estimation of the precision matrix contributes to the higher order
terms. Furthermore, we note that the rate is optimal up to logarithmic terms (Rohde
and Tsybakov, 2011). Similar rate is shown in estimating the single-index model (Plan and
Vershynin, 2016; Goldstein et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017). Estimation of a high-dimensional
sparse precision matrix is presented in Appendix A.

6. Sparse Matrix Recovery

In this section, we consider the setting as in Section 5, but with the parameter matrix
B‹ being sparse rather than low-rank. Different from (12), here we can simply estimate
Ery ¨ SpxqzT s by

1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi ¨ SpXiq|Zi
T

(15)

for some truncation threshold τ ą 0. We apply hard truncation instead of soft truncation
(based on φp¨q) in (15), since we are going to bound the max norm of the error, instead of
the operator norm as we did in Section 5. The hard truncation can give a fast rate when
bounding the max norm, while a slow rate when bounding the operator norm. The soft
truncation works in the opposite way. Finally, our estimator is defined as

B̂ “ arg min
B

"

}B}2F ´
2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

xqyi ¨ SpXiq|Zi
T
Ω̂,By ` λ}B}1,1

*

. (16)

We obtain the following rate of convergence for B̂.

13
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Theorem 13 (Sparse matrix recovery (column-wise sparse)) Consider the model (1)
with }β‹k}0 ď s for all k P rd2s. Suppose Assumption 2 and Assumption 6 pp “ 6q hold and

furthermore suppose that the precision matrix estimator Ω̂ satisfies

P p}Ω̂´Ω‹}max ď H̃pn, d2qq ě 1´ P̃pn, d2q.

If τ “ pM6n{ log d1d2q
1{6{2 in (15) and

λ ě 76}Ω‹}1

c

M6 log d1d2
n

` 4 max
jPrd2s

|µj | ¨ }B
‹Σ‹}8H̃pn, d2q,

then

}B̂ ´ B̃}F ď 2
a

sd2λ and }B̂ ´ B̃}1,1 ď 8sd2λ,

with probability at least 1´ 2{d21d
2
2 ´ P̃pn, d2q.

Different from Theorem 9, we require the bound }Ω̂´Ω‹}max with high probability here
because } ¨ }max is the dual norm of } ¨ }1,1. Note that }Ω̂´Ω‹}max ď }Ω̂´Ω‹}2, so we can
simply have H̃pn, d2q “ Hpn, d2q and P̃pn, d2q “ Ppn, d2q for estimation in low dimensions
where Hpn, d2q and Ppn, d2q come from Lemma 12. However, this bound is not sharp for
CLIME procedure in high dimensions. Above theorem follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 14 Under the conditions in Theorem 13,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Ery ¨ SpxqzT s ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi ¨ SpXiq|Zi
T
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

max

ď 19

c

M6 log d1d2
n

with probability at least 1´ 2{d21d
2
2.

Note that the rate obtained in Theorem 13 is the same as the one obtained in Theorem 7,
which required the assumption that Erzjzks “ 0. Furthermore, we observe that the same
proof provided for Theorem 13 can be used under the setting that n ! d1^d2 andB‹ is fully
sparse with }B‹}0,1 ď s. Estimation of a high-dimensional precision matrix is discussed in
Appendix A, but we note that the error in estimating the precision matrix in any case only
contributes higher order terms and our final rate is

}B̂ ´ B̃}F À

c

s log d1d2
n

and }B̂ ´ B̃}1,1 À s

c

log d1d2
n

with probability at least 1´2{d1d2´2{d22. It follows by combining Theorem 13 with Lemma
15. Finally, similar to Corollary 11, when Σ‹ “ Id2 , we can set H̃pn, d2q “ P̃pn, d2q “ 0 in
Theorem 13 to derive the same optimal rate.

Until now, we have shown a comprehensive theoretical analysis for the model (1). When
estimating a single sparse vector, we assume that z has independent entries. When esti-
mating a parameter matrix B‹, we relax this assumption by incorporating an estimate
of the precision matrix. Based on our analysis, we see the error occurred in estimating
Ery ¨ SpxqzT s will always be the dominant term, while estimation of the precision matrix
only contributes higher order terms.
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7. Numerical Experiment

In this section, we illustrate the performance of our proposed estimators in different simu-
lation settings and carry out a real data application in the end. In simulation studies, the
link function is set to one of the following six forms:

f
p1q
k pxq “x`

1

k
cospxq; f

p2q
k pxq “ x`

1

k
expp´x2q; f

p3q
k pxq “ x`

1

k

exppxq

1` exppxq
;

f
p4q
k pxq “x2 ` kx`

1

k
cos2pxq; f

p5q
k pxq “ x2 `

?
kx`

1
?
k

expp´x2q;

f
p6q
k pxq “x2 ` k

1
4x`

1

k2
exppxq

1` exppxq
.

Their plots are shown in Figure 1. For all simulations we let ε „ Np0, 0.01q. To measure the
estimation accuracy we use the cosine distance defined by cospβ̂,β‹q “ 1 ´ |β̂Tβ‹|{}β̂}2.
Note that we do not normalize β̂ and change its direction according to the sign of its
first entry because cosine distance is more suitable for verifying our matrix results and it
allows us to generate β‹ without restricting the first entry to be positive. We can easily see
cospβ̂k,β

‹
kq — }β̂k´ β̃k}

2
2, @k P rd2s. For a matrix estimator, we will sum up cosine distance

(a) f
p1q
k function (b) f

p2q
k function (c) f

p3q
k function

(d) f
p4q
k function (e) f

p5q
k function (f) f

p6q
k function

Figure 1: The link functions used in simulations. When k varies from 1 to 10, the line
moves from red to black. The link functions in the first row are essentially linear
functions combined with different fluctuations, while in the second row they are
quadratic. As k increases, the fluctuation is more and more moderate.
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Distribution parameter score function

Gaussian µ “ 0; σ “ 1 spxq “ x

Beta α “ 8; β “ 8 spxq “ 14x´7
p1´xqx

Gamma k “ 8; θ “ 0.1 spxq “ 10´ 7
x

Student’s t ν “ 13 spxq “ 14x
13`x2

Rayleigh σ “ 1 spxq “ x´ 1
x

Weibull k “ 7; λ “ 1 spxq “ 7x6 ´ 6
x

Table 2: Distribution of x

over all columns, which is a rough surrogate of }B̂ ´ B̃}2F . Our results are averaged of 40
independent runs.

7.1. Single Sparse Vector

We set d1 “ 100, d2 “ 20, s “ 10, and vary n only. For i P rns and k P rd2s, we let Xi be
independent and identically generated from one of distributions listed in Table 2, and Zik P
t´1, 1u with equal probability and independent from other coordinates. To generate d1-
dimensional parameter β‹k, we first generate the support of nonzero coefficients Sk uniformly

at random and then let trβ‹kslulPSk
iid
„ 1?

s
¨ Unifpt´1, 1uq. According to Theorem 3 and 7,

we set λk “ 30
a

log d1d2{n and τ “ 2pn{ log d1d2q
1{6.

Figure 2 illustrates the error trend for estimating β‹1, β‹d2{2 and β‹d2 under different link
functions and x following one of the following distributions: Gaussian, Beta or Gamma.
Additional results are shown in Figure 9 in Appendix D for x following t13, Rayleigh or
Weibull distributions. From the plots, we see the error for using linear link functions (f p1q to
f p3q) is generally smaller than the error for using quadratic link functions (f p4q to f p6q), no
matter which distribution we use for design. But in all settings the scaled error plots have a
linear trend when n " s log d1d2, which is consistent with Theorem 7. Another interesting
observation is that, as k increases, the estimation will be more and more precise. This can
also be seen from our theoretical results. Note that quadratic function fpxq “ x2 brings the
singularity to the estimation problem even for the Gaussian design since Erf 1pxx,β‹yqs “ 0.
Thus, when k is small, the scalar µk, appeared in (5), will be close to zero, which implies
that the estimation problem is almost singular. Fortunately, when k is large, the linear
term in quadratic functions will have more contributions and µk « k. From Corollary 5 and
identity (5), we see that µk amplifies the magnitude of the signal β‹k that characterizes the
difficulty of estimation problem. Therefore a larger µk implies an easier problem. Figure
10—12 in Appendix D provide additional simulation results where we plot the error trend
for all d2 parameters, which make this observation more clear.

7.2. Low-rank Matrix

We study the estimation of B‹ under the low-rank assumption. We let d1 “ d2 “ 25,
r “ 5. The distribution of x is set as described in Table 2. For generating B‹, we first
generate two random orthogonal matrices U P Rd1ˆd1 and V P Rd2ˆd2 , then generate
d1 ˆ d2 diagonal matrix Λ by first sampling r locations from rmintd1, d2us and further
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(a) Gaussian for β‹1 (b) Gaussian for β‹d2{2 (c) Gaussian for β‹d2

(d) Beta for β‹1 (e) Beta for β‹d2{2 (f) Beta for β‹d2

(g) Gamma for β‹1 (h) Gamma for β‹d2{2 (i) Gamma for β‹d2

Figure 2: Sparse vector estimation plot (I). This figure shows cosine distance trend for error
of estimating single sparse parameter in model (1). Six lines indicates six different
types of link functions. Each row represents one type of distribution for design.

setting each entry to be t´ 1?
r
, 1?

r
u with equal probability. Finally we let B‹ “ UΛV T .

We consider both independent and dependent z. For the independent case, z is generated
as in the previous section. For the dependent case, we generate z as follows. Using the
Gaussian copula with the correlation matrix Σ “ 0.2 ¨ 111d2111

T
d2
` 0.8IIId2 , we generate d2-

dimensional random vectors with support in r0, 1sd2 . Then we apply inverse transformation
on each coordinate to make it marginally distributed as t7. Note that under our setup z
has dependent coordinates with each coordinate being t7 distribution. However, the true
covariance matrix of z is not Σ anymore and is even unknown. According to Theorem 9, we
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(a) Gaussian (b) Beta (c) Gamma

(d) t13 (e) Rayleigh (f) Weibull

Figure 3: Low-rank matrix estimation plot. This figure shows }B̂´B̃}F error of estimating
low-rank parameter matrix in model (1). Six lines indicates six different types of
link functions. Components of z are independent.

set κ1 “ 2
a

logpd1 ` d2q{npd1 ` d2q and λ “ 12
a

pd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q{n. The precision
matrix estimator we use is defined in (14) with κ2 “ 2

a

log d2{nd2, suggested by Lemma 12.
Figure 3 and 4 summarize our results. We observe a linear trend for all link functions,

though the quadratic link functions result in a larger error overall. Also, for each distri-
bution, dependent or independent z have very similar error trends among all six types of
link functions. This observation verifies our theoretical results in Theorem 9 and Lemma
12 that estimating precision matrix only contributes higher order error.

7.3. Sparse Matrix

For the sparse matrix recovery, we only consider estimating fully sparse B‹ with dependent
covariate z. We let d1 “ 100, d2 “ 50, s “ 10. The considered distributions for design x
are in Table 2. B‹ is generated by first generating the support of nonzero entries and then
setting each entry on the support to be t´ 1?

s
, 1?

s
u with equal probability. For generating

dependent z, we define the sparse precision matrix Θ “ pθijq
d2
i,j“1 as follows

θij “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if i “ j,

0.2 if |i´ j| “ 1,

0 otherwise.
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(a) Gaussian (b) Beta (c) Gamma

(d) t13 (e) Rayleigh (f) Weibull

Figure 4: Low-rank matrix estimation plot. This figure shows }B̂´B̃}F error of estimating
low-rank parameter matrix in model (1). Six lines indicates six different types of
link functions. Components of z are dependent.

Then we calculate the corresponding covariance matrix Θ´1 and convert it to correlation
matrix. Following the same steps as in the previous section, we use Gaussian copula to
derive dependent covariates z, whose marginal distribution for each coordinate is t7. The
precision matrix of z has the same sparsity structure as Θ, even though it is not equal to
Θ. According to Theorem 13, we set τ “ 2pn{ log d1d2q

1{6 and λ “ 10
a

log d1d2{n. The
sparse precision matrix estimator is defined in (A.1) and (A.2) with truncation threshold
2pn{ log d2q

1{4 and γ “ 10
a

log d2{n. We use default settings in CVX package (Grant and
Boyd, 2008, 2012) to solve (A.1) efficiently. The error plot is shown in Figure 5 and linear
trends for errors appear again, as explained by Theorem 13.

7.4. Real Data Application

In this subsection, we will further illustrate the proposed method by analyzing a Coffea
canephora genetic data set.3 The data set collects three important traits (phenotypes):
production of coffee beans py1q, leaf rust incidence py2q and yield of green beans py3q,
from two recurrent selection populations px1q of Coffea canephora and each one of traits is
evaluated at two locations px2q. For each individual sample, the single nucleotide polymor-

3. The data set was obtained from Dryad at https://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.1139fm7.
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(a) Gaussian (b) Beta (c) Gamma

(d) t13 (e) Rayleigh (f) Weibull

Figure 5: Sparse matrix estimation plot. This figure shows }B̂ ´ B̃}F error of estimating
sparse parameter matrix in model (1) with dependent z. Six lines indicates six
different types of link functions. All above simulation results are consistent with
Theorem 13.

phisms (SNPs)—genotype tzju—are identified by Genotyping-by-Sequencing. In particular,
the population group px1q and the evaluation location px2q are two confounders which may
modify the effect of each SNP pzjq on traits py1, y2, y3q. To study this higher-level effect
from confounders, we consider the varying index coefficient model in (1), which in this case
is written as

yi “
d2
ÿ

j“1

zj ¨ fj
`

pβ1,ij q
‹x1 ` pβ

2,i
j q

‹x2
˘

` ε, @i “ 1, 2, 3, (17)

and focus on estimating parameter matrices B‹i “
`

pβ1,iq‹, pβ2,iq‹
˘T
P R2ˆd2 .

We follow the preprocessing steps described in Ferrão et al. (2018). The data set has
n “ 215 samples evaluated at two locations in total, where n1 “ 119 of them are collected
from the first population group with 45748 SNPs measured, while n2 “ 96 of them are
collected from the second population group with 59332 SNPs measured. There are 38106
SNPs in common and we select d2 “ 250 from them uniformly at random. To make
individuals independent from each other, in each group we only use the data evaluated at
the first location for the first half of individuals and the data evaluated at the second location
for the second half of individuals. Continuous distributions are used for the confounders x1
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(a) Production (b) Leaf rust (c) Green beans

Figure 6: Histograms for three traits: production of coffee beans, leaf rust incidence and
yield of green beans.

and x2. In particular, we let x1 „ Np0, 1q, if the observation is from the first population
group and x1 „ Np50, 1q, if it is from the second population group. Analogously, we
have x2 „ t13, if the observation is evaluated at the first location and x2 „ 50` t13, if it is
evaluated at the second location. Here t13 refers to the t distribution with degree of freedom
13. Under our setup, the confounders come from the following mixture distribution:

x1 „
n1
n
Np0, 1q `

n2
n
Np50, 1q, x2 „

1

2
t13 `

1

2
p50` t13q. (18)

The corresponding score functions are computed based on the above distributions. We note
that the data set is a high-dimensional one, since n ă d2, and B‹i cannot be estimated using
many of the related works, where typically d2 ă 5 (Huang and Zhang, 2013; Guo et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2017). The histograms for three traits are provided in Figure 6. Note
that they have been normalized as in Ferrão et al. (2018). We also refer to Ferrão et al.
(2018) for other basic statistical analysis and detailed preprocessing steps on this data set.

For each i “ 1, 2, 3, we assume that B‹i is fully sparse. We compute the sparse matrix

estimator via p16q with τ “
`

n{ log d1d2
˘6

and λ “
a

log d1d2{n. The sparse precision

matrix is estimated by conducting CLIME procedure with γ “ 5
a

log d2{n. Throughout
the experiment, we apply the hard truncation on confounders only since other variables
are light-tailed already (for example, SNPs take value in t´1, 0, 1u). The estimated signal
trajectories are drawn in Figure 7. From the plots, we observe that when fitting y1 under
the model (17), both confounders may cause different effect sizes for 5 out of 250 selected
SNPs, and 3 of them affect common SNPs. However, confounders have no effects on selected
SNPs when fitting y2, while have dense effects when fitting y3. In the latter case, we should
mention the signals with large magnitude are still sparse.

In addition, we provide the 95% confidence interval for each trajectory using a non-
parametric bootstrap: we sample the data set with replacement for 100 times and for each
data set we estimate B‹i using the same method with the same parameters, then com-
pute 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles to construct the confidence interval. The results are shown
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(a) Production (b) Leaf rust (c) Green beans

(d) Production (e) Leaf rust (f) Green beans

Figure 7: Signal trajectories. Each plot corresponds to a pair of confounders and responses,
i.e. pl, iq plot shows the trajectory of pβl,iq‹ where l “ 1, 2 indexes the confounder
and i “ 1, 2, 3 indexes the response.

in Figure 8 where the width of confidence interval indicates the variance of our estima-
tors. We see some of identified signals have large variance but all unidentified signals have
small variance. As a complement of analysis, we also conduct parametric bootstrapping:
we generate new confounders x1, x2 from distribution in (18) for 10000 times, and for
each new data set we estimate B‹i with the same setup, then use quantiles to construct
confidence interval. The plots for parametric bootstrapping are provided in Figure 13 in
Appendix D and similar observations appear again. Our code is available for download at:
https://github.com/senna1128/Varying-Index-Coefficient-Models.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed new estimators based on Stein’s identity for varying index co-
efficient models. By utilizing score function, we can either estimate a single sparse vector
or a low-rank/sparse parameter matrix. The estimator can handle dependent covariates
z through estimation of the precision matrix and can achieve optimal convergence rate in
sparse estimation and near optimal rate in low-rank estimation. In all cases, the estimators
we proposed have closed form and are easy to implement. Instead of assuming that covari-
ates x follow an elliptical distribution, we only require certain finite moment assumption
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(a) Production (b) Leaf rust (c) Green beans

(d) Production (e) Leaf rust (f) Green beans

Figure 8: Signal trajectories for 95% confidence interval (nonparametric bootstrapping).
The pl, iq plot shows the confidence interval trajectory of pβl,iq‹ where l “ 1, 2
indexes the confounder and i “ 1, 2, 3 indexes the response. The blue line indi-
cates the upper bound, the red line indicates the estimator, and the green line
indicates the lower bound.

on response y, covariates z, and score variable Spxq. We also conduct extensive numerical
experiments to illustrate our result.

There are still many open problems worth exploring. One of future work is about
finite moment assumption. Under the general sparsity assumption, we believe that finite
6-th moment condition is mild enough, however whether it is possible to relax it further
is not clear. Furthermore, we note that all first-order Stein’s estimators suffer from µk “
Erf 1kpxx,β‹kyqs “ 0. Therefore developing a second-order Stein’s estimator is of practical
interest and will be explored elsewhere.
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Appendix A. Estimate of Sparse Precision Matrix

We propose an approach to estimate a high-dimensional sparse precision matrix for heavy-
tailed variable. Suppose z has finite 4th moment and Ω‹ “ pΣ‹q´1, with Σ‹ “ ErzzT s, is
column sparse. In particular, we assume that Ω‹ P FK

w
4 for some w and K. In this setting,

we estimate the precision matrix using the CLIME procedure (Cai et al., 2011)

min }Ω}1,1,

s.t. }Σ̂Ω´ Id2}max ď γ
(A.1)

but with

Σ̂ “
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

|Zi|Zi
T

(A.2)

being a thresholded estimator of the covariance matrix for some threshold τ ą 0, and γ is
a tuning parameter. The linear program in (A.1) is the same as in Cai et al. (2011), with
the difference that we use an estimator of Σ‹ that is more suitable for heavy-tailed data.

Lemma 15 If τ “ pM4n{ log d2q
1{4{2 and γ “ 12}Ω‹}1

a

M4 log d2{n, the estimator (A.1)
satisfies

P

ˆ

}Ω̂´Ω‹}2 ď 96}Ω‹}21w
a

M4 log d2{n

˙

ě 1´
2

d22
,

and

P

ˆ

}Ω̂´Ω‹}max ď 48}Ω‹}21
a

M4 log d2{n

˙

ě 1´
2

d22
.

From above lemma, we see the setting for γ in (A.1) is oracle in the sense that }Ω‹}1 is
unknown. Cai et al. (2011) showed a detailed discussion on this aspect and this dependence
could be removed by using a self-calibrated estimator, similar to scaled lasso (Sun and
Zhang, 2013). We should also mention that (A.1) achieves the optimal rate (Cai et al.,
2016).

Appendix B. Proofs of Lemmas

Throughout the proof, we frequently utilize the Bernstein’s inequality presented in Corollary
2.11 in Boucheron et al. (2013). To simplify subsequent presentation, we define a function
to denote the common upper bound:

ϕpt, a, bq “ expp´
t2{2

a` b ¨ t{3
q.

As shown in Bernstein’s inequality, usually a measures the total variance and b is bound
for a single variable. We also use M as the substitute of Mp (p is certain moment) for
simplicity. We summarize all structures we used in the paper for future reference.

4. See definition in Section 5.
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Assumption 16 (Column-wise sparse) We assume }β‹k}0 ď s, @k P rd2s.

Assumption 17 (Fully sparse) We assume B‹ is s-sparse: }B‹}0,1 “ |supppB‹q| ď s.

Assumption 18 (Low-rank) We assume B‹ satisfies rankpB‹q ď r.

Assumption 19 (Independence) We assume z satisfies Erzizjs “ 0, @i ‰ j P rd2s.

Assumption 20 (Precision matrix restriction) Define Σ‹ “ ErzzT s and let Ω‹ “
pΣ‹q´1, we assume

Ω‹ P FK
w “

"

Ω P Rd2ˆd2 : }Ω}0,8 ď w, }Ω}2 ď K, }Ω´1}2 ď K

*

for some w and K.

B.1. Proof of Lemma 4

Under Assumption 2, we can get from (7) that

∇L̂kpβ̃kq “ 2β̃k ´
2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikXi
p5q
“ 2pEryzk ¨ xs ´

1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikXiq.

So, for any fixed j P rd1s, we have

r∇L̂kpβ̃kqsj “ 2pEryzk ¨ xjs ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikXijq. (B.1)

Note that zkxj is a sub-exponential random variable with

}zkxj}ψ1 ď }zk}ψ2}xj}ψ2 ď ΥzΥx, (B.2)

where Υx is ψ2-norm of a standard Gaussian variable. So we see tyi, ZikXijuiPrns are n
independent copies of y and zkxj . Based on Lemma C.4 in Yang et al. (2019) and (B.2),
let γ “ maxpΥy,ΥxΥzq and we get

P p|
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikXij ´ Eryzk ¨ xjs| ą Υγ

c

log n

n
q ă

1

n2

where Υγ ą 0 only depends on γ. According to equation (B.1), we can take union bound
and further have

P p}∇L̂kpβ̃kq}8 ą 2Υγ

c

log n

n
q ă

d1
n2
,

which concludes the proof.
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B.2. Proof of Lemma 8

Based on equation (8), we know

∇L̄kpβ̃kq “ 2β̃k ´
2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|ZikSpXiq.

Under Assumption 2 and 19, we know β̃k “ Eryzk ¨Spxqs. So we can separate above gradient
into two parts

}∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8 “ 2}β̃k ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|ZikSpXiq}8

ď2}Eryzk ¨ Spxqs ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

Erqyi|ZikSpXiqs

looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon

I1

}8 ` 2}
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

Erqyi|ZikSpXiqs ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|ZikSpXiq

loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon

I2

}8.

(B.3)

We will provide a deterministic bound for I1 and probabilistic bound for I2. Let’s deal with
I1 first. For any j P rd1s, we know

I1j “Eryzk ¨ Spxqjs ´ Erqy qzk ¨ ~Spxqjs
“E

“

yzk ¨ Spxqj ¨ 111|y|ąτ or |zk|ąτ or |Spxqj |ąτ

‰

ď

b

Ery2z2kSpxq2j s ¨
`

P p|y| ą τq ` P p|zk| ą τq ` P p|Spxqj | ą τq
˘

ď 4

b

Ery4sErz4ksErSpxq4j s
?

3M1{2

τ3

ď
2M

τ3
. (B.4)

Here, the third inequality is from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; the fourth inequality is Cheby-
shev inequality; the last inequality is due to Assumption 6 (p “ 6). So from (B.4), we know

}I1}8 ď 2M{τ3. (B.5)

For the I2 term in equation (B.3), we apply Bernstein’s inequality. We have @j P rd1s,

´ τ3 ď qyi|ZikSpXiqj ď τ3 ùñ C “ 2τ3,

Vn “
n
ÿ

i“1

Varpqyi|ZikSpXiqjq ď

n
ÿ

i“1

Erqy2i |Zik
2
SpXiq

2

j s ď nM.
(B.6)

Thus, based on (B.6), we have @t ą 0,

P p
ˇ

ˇErqy qzk ¨ ~Spxqjs ´
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|ZikSpXiqj

ˇ

ˇ ą tq ď 2ϕpnt, nM, 2τ3q. (B.7)
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Then we take union bound for (B.7) and get

P p}I2}8 ą tq ď 2d1ϕpnt, nM, 2τ3q (B.8)

Combine (B.5) and (B.8) together, and take union bound over k, we have @t, τ ą 0,

P p}∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8 ď
4M

τ3
` 2t, @k P rd2sq ě 1´ 2d1d2 expp´

nt2

2M ` 2τ3t
q. (B.9)

Suppose, for some positive constant c1, c2, we let

t “ c1
a

log d1d2{n and τ “ c
1{3
2 pn{ log d1d2q

1{6. (B.10)

Then plug (B.10) into the right hand side of (B.9) and get

2d1d2 expp´
nt2

2M ` 2τ3t
q “ 2d1d2 expp´

c21 log d1d2
2M ` 2c1c2

q ď 2{d21d
2
2, (B.11)

if

c21
2M ` 2c1c2

ě 3 ùñ c21 ´ 6c1c2 ´ 6M ě 0. (B.12)

We can set c1 “ 3
?
M and c2 “

?
M{8, which satisfies condition in (B.12) naturally.

Further we know (B.11) holds. Plug this setting in (B.10) and (B.9) and we get

}∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8 ď 38
a

M log d1d2{n, @k P rd2s (B.13)

with probability at least 1´ 2{d21d
2
2. This finishes the proof.

B.3. Proof of Lemma 10

Define I3 “ 1
nκ1

řn
i“1 Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ

T
i q ´ Ery ¨ SpxqzT s, we will apply Corollary 3.1 in

Minsker (2018). Let’s first bound the variance. Under Assumption 2, we know ErSpxqjs “
0,@j P rd1s. So for any unit vector v P Rd1 , we have

Ery2 ¨ vTSpxqzTzSpxqTvs “ Ery2 ¨ zTz ¨ pSpxqTvq2s ď
b

Ery4sErpzTzq2sErpSpxqTvq4s

ďM1{2
b

Erd2pz41 ` ...` z4d2qs

g

f

f

eEr
d1
ÿ

i1“1

d1
ÿ

i2“1

Spxq2i1Spxq
2
i2
v2i1v

2
i2
s

ďd2M

g

f

f

e

d1
ÿ

i1“1

d1
ÿ

i2“1

ErSpxq2i1Spxq
2
i2
sv2i1v

2
i2
ď d2M

g

f

f

e

d1
ÿ

i1“1

d1
ÿ

i2“1

b

ErSpxq4i1s
b

ErSpxq4i2sv
2
i1
v2i2

ďd2M
3{2. (B.14)

The second inequality uses Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; the third inequality uses Assump-
tion 2. From (B.14) we can get

}Ery2 ¨ SpxqzTzSpxqT s}2 ď d2M
3{2. (B.15)
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Follow the exactly same derivation in (B.14) we can also have

}Ery2 ¨ zSpxqTSpxqzT s}2 ď d1M
3{2. (B.16)

Thus, combine (B.15) and (B.16) together, we have @t ą 0

P p}I3}2 ě tq ď 2pd1 ` d2q expp´nκ1t`
npd1 ` d2qM

3{2κ21
2

q. (B.17)

In above tail bound (B.17), we let t “ 2M3{4
b

2pd1`d2q logpd1`d2q
n and κ1 “

b

2 logpd1`d2q

npd1`d2qM3{2

and have

P

ˆ

}I3} ď 2M3{4

c

2pd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q

n

˙

ě 1´
2

pd1 ` d2q2
. (B.18)

This is consistent with argument of lemma.

B.4. Proof of Lemma 12

Let’s first get concentration rate for }Σ̂ ´ Σ‹}2 “ } 1
nκ2

Φpκ2ZiZ
T
i q ´ ErzzT s}2. We have

@v P Rd2 such that }v}2 “ 1,

ErvTzzTvs “ ErpvTzq2s ď Er}z}22s ď d2
?
M.

Based on Corollary 3.1 in Minsker (2018), we know @t ą 0,

P p}Σ̂´Σ‹}2 ě tq ď 2d2 expp´nκ2t`
nd2
?
Mκ22

2
q. (B.19)

In above (B.19), we let t “ 2M1{4
b

2d2 log d2
n and κ2 “

b

2 log d2
nd2M1{2 , and have

P

ˆ

}Σ̂´Σ‹}2 ď 2M1{4

c

2d2 log d2
n

˙

ě 1´
2

d22
. (B.20)

We use matrix perturbation analysis to give bound for Ω̂. As shown in Chapter III Theorem
2.5 in Stewart and Sun (1990), when

}Ω‹pΣ̂´Σ‹q}2 ď }Ω
‹}2}Σ̂´Σ‹}2 ď }Ω

‹}24M
1{4

a

d2 log d2{n ď 1{2,

we know Ω̂ is perforce invertible and satisfies

}Ω̂´Ω‹}2 ď 2}Ω‹}22}Σ̂´Σ‹}2 ď 8}Ω‹}22M
1{4

a

d2 log d2{n, (B.21)

with probability at least 1´ 2{d22. Therefore we finish the proof.
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B.5. Proof of Lemma 14

We define I7 “ Ery ¨ SpxqzT s ´ 1
n

řn
i“1 qyi ¨

SpXiq|Zi
T

. For any j P rd1s, k P rd2s, we know

|pI7qjk| ď |
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi|ZikSpXiqj ´ Erqyi|ZikSpXiqjs| ` |
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

Erqyi|ZikSpXiqjs ´ Ery ¨ zk ¨ Spxqjs|.

Use the same technique as in (B.4)-(B.8), we can get that @t, τ ą 0

P p}I7}max ą t`
2M

τ3
q ď 2d1d2 expp´

nt2

2M ` 2τ3t
q.

We let t “ 3
a

M log d1d2{n, τ “ pMn{ log d1d2q
1{6{2 and have

P

ˆ

}I7}max ď 19

c

M log d1d2
n

˙

ě 1´ 2{d21d
2
2. (B.22)

So we finish the proof of lemma.

B.6. Proof of Lemma 15

We first prove a concentration bound for truncated empirical covariance Σ̂. @j, k P rd2s,

|Σ̂jk ´ Σ‹jk| “ |
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

|Zij |Zik ´ Erzjzks|

ď |
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

p|Zij |Zik ´ Er|Zij |Ziksq|
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

I5

` |
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

Er|Zij |Ziks ´ Erzjzks|
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

I6

. (B.23)

Use Bernstein’s inequality for I5, we have

´ τ2 ď |Zij |Zik ď τ2,

Vn “
n
ÿ

i“1

Varp|Zij |Zikq ď
n
ÿ

i“1

Er|Zij
2
|Zik

2
s ď nM.

Note that the above last inequality holds no matter whether j “ k or not. Thus, @t ą 0,
we have

P p|I5| ą tq ď 2ϕpnt, nM, 2τ2q. (B.24)

For the term I6, we know

|I6| “Erzjzk ¨ 111t|zj |ąτ or |zk|ąτus ď

b

Erz2j z2ks ¨ pP p|zj | ą τq ` P p|zk| ą τqq ď
2M

τ2
. (B.25)

Combine (B.23), (B.24) and (B.25) together, we get

|Σ̂jk ´ Σ‹jk| ď t`
2M

τ2
, (B.26)
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with probability at least 1´ 2 expp´ nt2

2M`2τ2t
q. Take union bound for (B.26) we have

P p}Σ̂´Σ‹}max ď t`
2M

τ2
q ě 1´ 2d22ϕpnt, nM, 2τ2q.

Let t “ 4
a

M log d2{n, τ “ pMn{ log d2q
1{4{2, we have

P

ˆ

}Σ̂´Σ‹}max ď 12

c

M log d2
n

˙

ě 1´
2

d22
. (B.27)

Based on this bound, we deal with convex problem (A.1). Suppose Ω̂ “ pω̂1, ..., ω̂d2q, we
will show each ω̂j is also a solution to following problem:

min
lj
}lj}1,

s.t. }Σ̂lj ´ ej}8 ď γ.
(B.28)

In fact, it’s easy to see ω̂j is a feasible point for problem (B.28), so }l̂j}1 ď }ω̂j}1. Further

we know }pl̂1, ..., l̂d2q}1,1 ď }Ω̂}1,1. On the other hand, }ω̂j}1 ď }l̂j}1 for sure. Otherwise

pω̂1, ..., l̂j , ..., ω̂d2q satisfies condition of (A.1) but with smaller objective value. In this case,
we know each ω̂j can also be solved from (B.28). Note for Ω‹ “ pω‹1, ...,ω

‹
d2
q P Rd2ˆd2 , we

have

}Σ̂Ω‹ ´ Id2}max “ }pΣ̂´Σ‹ `Σ‹qΩ‹ ´ Id2}max “ }pΣ̂´Σ‹qΩ‹}max ď }Σ̂´Σ‹}max}Ω
‹}1.

So when }Σ̂´Σ‹}max}Ω
‹}1 ď γ, we know Ω‹ is feasible for problem (A.1) and ω‹j is feasible

for problem (B.28). So we know

}Ω̂}1,1 ď }Ω
‹}1,1 and }ω̂j}1 ď }ω

‹
j }1. (B.29)

Based on (B.29), we know }Ω̂}1 ď }Ω
‹}1. Further, we have

}Σ‹pΩ̂´Ω‹q}max ď}pΣ
‹ ´ Σ̂qpΩ̂´Ω‹q}max ` }Σ̂pΩ̂´Ω‹q}max

ď}Σ‹ ´ Σ̂}max}Ω̂´Ω‹}1 ` }Σ̂Ω̂´ Id2}max ` }Σ̂Ω‹ ´ Id2}max

ď}Σ‹ ´ Σ̂}maxp}Ω̂}1 ` }Ω
‹}1q ` 2γ

ď2}Σ‹ ´ Σ̂}max}Ω
‹}1 ` 2γ

ď4γ. (B.30)

Based on the bound (B.30), we have

}Ω̂´Ω‹}max “ }Ω
‹Σ‹pΩ̂´Ω‹q}max ď }Ω

‹}8}Σ
‹pΩ̂´Ω‹q}max ď 4γ}Ω‹}1. (B.31)

For the last inequality in (B.31), we use }Ω‹}1 “ }Ω
‹}8 because Ω‹ is symmetric matrix.

To proceed, let’s derive the cone condition. Define ∆j “ ω̂j ´ω
‹
j and sj “ supppω‹j q. From

equation (B.29) we know

}ω‹j }1 ě }ω̂j}1 “ }∆j ` ω
‹
j }1 “ }p∆j ` ω

‹
j qsj}1 ` }p∆jqscj}1 ùñ }p∆jqsj}1 ě }p∆jqscj}1.

(B.32)
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Combine the cone condition in (B.32) with (B.31) and Assumption 20, we know

}∆j}1 ď 2}p∆jqsj}1 ď 2w}∆j}8 “ 2w}Ω̂´Ω‹}max ď 8}Ω‹}1wγ. (B.33)

Therefore, if }Σ̂´Σ‹}max}Ω
‹}1 ď γ, then

}Ω̂´Ω‹}2 ď

b

}Ω̂´Ω‹}1}Ω̂´Ω‹}8 “ }Ω̂´Ω‹}1 ď 8}Ω‹}1wγ. (B.34)

Based on (B.27) and (B.34), we can choose γ “ 12}Ω‹}1
a

M log d2{n, then with probability
at least 1´ 2{d22, we have

}Ω̂´Ω‹}2 ď 96}Ω‹}21w
a

M log d2{n. (B.35)

Further, from (B.31), we know with probability at least 1´ 2{d22

}Ω̂´Ω‹}max ď 4}Ω‹}1γ ď 48}Ω‹}21
a

M log d2{n. (B.36)

This concludes the proof.

Appendix C. Proofs of Theorems and Corollaries

C.1. Proof of Theorem 3

Let’s fix k P rd2s first. Based on the definition of β̂k in (7), we have following basic inequality

L̂kpβ̂kq ` λk}β̂k}1 ď L̂kpβ̃kq ` λk}β̃k}1. (C.1)

We define θk “ β̂k ´ β̃k and have

L̂kpβ̂kq ´ L̂kpβ̃kq “ }θk}
2
2 ` 2xβ̃k,θky ´

2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

yiZikxXi,θky

“ }θk}
2
2 ` x∇L̂kpβ̃kq,θky. (C.2)

Given a vector v P Rd and an index set I Ă rds, we define vI P Rd to be v restricted on I
as rvIsi “ vi if i P I and 0 otherwise. Suppose Sk is the support of β̃k, which is the same
as β‹k, combine (C.1) and (C.2) together and we get

}θk}
2
2 ď ´x∇L̂kpβ̃kq,θky ` λk}β̃k}1 ´ λk}β̂k}1
“ ´x∇L̂kpβ̃kq,θky ` λk}pβ̃kqSk}1 ´ λk}pβ̂kqSk}1 ´ λk}pβ̂kqSCk }1
ď ´x∇L̂kpβ̃kq,θky ` λk}pθkqSk}1 ´ λk}pθkqSCk }1
ď }∇L̂kpβ̃kq}8}θk}1 ` λk}pθkqSk}1 ´ λk}pθkqSCk }1, (C.3)

where the third inequality is from triangle inequality and the last is based on Hölder’s
inequality. If we set λk “ 4Υγ

a

log n{n, based on Lemma 4, we have

}∇L̂pβ̃kq}8 ď
λk
2

(C.4)
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with probability at least 1´ d1{n
2. Combine (C.3) and (C.4), we know with probability at

least 1´ d1{n
2,

}θk}
2
2 ď

3λk
2
}pθkqSk}1 ´

λk
2
}pθkqSCk

}1. (C.5)

From (C.5) we further get the following cone condition:

}pθkqSCk
}1 ď 3}pθkqSk}1. (C.6)

Also from equation (C.5) and sparsity condition we know

}θk}
2
2 ď

3

2
λk}pθkqSk}1 ď

3

2
λk
?
s}pθkqSk}2 ď

3

2
λk
?
s}θk}2.

So we have with probability at least 1´ d1{n
2,

}θk}2 ď
3

2

?
sλk.

Further by cone condition in (C.6) we can get l1-norm convergence rate as

}θk}1 “ }pθkqSk}1 ` }pθkqSCk
}1 ď 4}pθkqSk}1 ď 4

?
s}pθkqSk}2 ď 6sλk.

By taking the union bound, it’s easy to have

P p}θk}2 ď
3

2

?
sλk and }θk}2 ď 6sλk,@kq ě 1´

d2d1
n2

.

C.2. Proof of Corollary 5

We still fix k P rd2s first and then take union bound. Denote µ “ minjPrd2s |µj |, from
Theorem 3, we know there exists Nps, µq such that whenever n ě N , we have

}β̂k}2 ě µ´ }β̂k ´ β̃k}2 ě µ´ 6Υ
a

s log n{n ě µ{2. (C.7)

with probability at least 1´d1{n
2. For either l2-norm or l1-norm, use (C.7) and we can get

}
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´
β̃k
|µk|

} “
}β̂k ´ }β̂k}2{|µk| ¨ β̃k}

}β̂k}2
ď
}β̂k ´ β̃k} `

ˇ

ˇ|µk| ´ }β̂k}2
ˇ

ˇ}β‹k}

}β̂k}2

ď
2

µ
}β̂k ´ β̃k} `

2

µ
}β‹k} ¨

ˇ

ˇ}β̃k}2 ´ }β̂k}2
ˇ

ˇ

ď
2

µ
}β̂k ´ β̃k} `

2

µ
}β‹k} ¨ }β̂k ´ β̃k}2. (C.8)

Thus, combine (C.8) with Theorem 3, we know with probability 1´ d1{n
2

}
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´
β̃k
|µk|

}2 ď
4

µ
}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 À

a

s log n{n{µ,

}
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´
β̃k
|µk|

}1 ď
2

µ
}β̂k ´ β̃k}1 `

2
?
s

µ
}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 À s

a

log n{n{µ.
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Note that under identifiability condition (2) we have β‹k “ signpβ̃k1q ¨
β̃k
|µk|

, hence there exists

Mps,N,minjPrd2s β
‹
j1q, such that n ě M , signpβ̂k1q “ signpβ̃k1q. So we can get for either

l2-norm or l1-norm

}
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´
β̃k
|µk|

} “ }signpβ̂k1q
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´ signpβ̂k1q

β̃k
|µk|

} “ }signpβ̂k1q
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´ β‹k}.

By taking the union bound, we can get the conclusion. Particularly, in the worst case, we
have

}B̂ ´B‹}2F “
d2
ÿ

j“1

}signpβ̂k1q
β̂k

}β̂k}2
´ β‹k}

2
2 À d2s log n{nµ2.

So, we know }B̂ ´B‹}F À
1
µ

b

d2s logn
n . This concludes the proof.

C.3. Proof of Theorem 7

We still fix k P rd2s first. Start from the definition of β̂k in (8) and basic inequality, then
follow the same steps as in (C.1), (C.2), and (C.3), we finally get

}θk}
2
2 ď }∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8}θk}1 ` λk}pθkqSk}1 ´ λk}pθkqSCk }1. (C.9)

Based on Lemma 8, we can let λk “ 76
a

M log d1d2{n and have }∇L̄kpβ̃kq}8 ď λk{2. Plug
into (C.9) and follow the derivation in equation (C.5) and (C.6), we can finally get

}β̂k ´ β̃k}2 ď
3

2

?
sλk and }β̂k ´ β̃k}1 ď 6sλk.

Note that above error bound holds uniformly over k P rd2s and we finish the proof.

C.4. Proof of Theorem 9

To make notation consistent, let’s denote the loss function without penalty defined in (13)
by L̂pBq and define I4 “ Ω̂´Ω‹, then we have

∇L̂pB̃q “2B̃ ´
2

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i qΩ̂

p9q
“2

ˆ

Ery ¨ SpxqzT sΩ‹ ´
1

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i qΩ̂

˙

. (C.10)

Based on equation (C.10), we use triangle inequality and get

}∇L̂pB̃q}2 (C.11)

ď 2}Ery ¨ SpxqzT s ´
1

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

Φpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i q

loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

I3

}2}Ω̂}2 ` 2}Ery ¨ SpxqzT s}2} Ω̂´Ω‹
looomooon

I4

}2

ď 2}I3}2}I4}2 ` 2}Ω‹}2}I3}2 ` 2}Ery ¨ SpxqzT s}2}I4}2
loooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon

dominant term

. (C.12)
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Note that

}Ery ¨ SpxqzT s}2 “ }B̃Σ‹}2 ď max
jPrd2s

|µj | ¨ }B
‹}2}Σ

‹}2. (C.13)

So combine (B.18), (C.11), (C.13) together and drop off smaller order term, we can get

P

ˆ

}∇L̂pB̃q}2 ď8KM3{4

c

pd1 ` d2q logpd1 ` d2q

n
` 2K max

jPrd2s
|µj | ¨ }B

‹}2Hpn, d2q
˙

ě 1´
2

pd1 ` d2q2
´ Ppn, d2q. (C.14)

So we know under the setup of λ as in theorem, we have }∇L̂pB̃q}2 ď λ{2 with probability
at least 1 ´ 2{pd1 ` d2q

2 ´ Ppn, d2q. On the other side, start from the definition of B̂ in
(13), we have following basic inequality

L̂pB̂q ` λ}B̂}˚ ď L̂pB̃q ` λ}B̃}˚. (C.15)

Define Θ “ B̂ ´ B̃, we have

L̂pB̂q ´ L̂pB̃q “ }B̂}2F ´ }B̃}
2
F ´

2

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

xΦpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i qΩ̂, B̂ ´ B̃y

“ }Θ}2F ` 2xB̃,Θy ´
2

nκ1

n
ÿ

i“1

xΦpκ1yi ¨ SpXiqZ
T
i qΩ̂,Θy

“ x∇L̂pB̃q,Θy ` }Θ}2F . (C.16)

Combine (C.15) and (C.16) together, we have

}Θ}2F “´ x∇L̂pB̃q,Θy ` L̂pB̂q ´ L̂pB̃q
ď ´ x∇L̂pB̃q,Θy ` λ}B̃}˚ ´ λ}B̂}˚
ď}∇L̂pB̃q}2}Θ}˚ ` λ}B̃}˚ ´ λ}B̂}˚. (C.17)

Under Assumption 2 and 18, we know r “ rankpB‹q “ rankpB̃q. We let B̃ “ UΛV T be
its singular value decomposition where diagonal matrix Λ P Rd1ˆd2 can be expressed as
ˆ

Λ11 0
0 0

˙

for Λ11 P Rrˆr. We define

T “ UTΘV “ T p1q ` T p2q

where T p1q “

ˆ

0 0
0 T22

˙

and T p2q “

ˆ

T11 T12
T21 0

˙

have the same corresponding block size as

Λ. Then we get

}B̂}˚ “}B̃ `Θ}˚ “ }UpΛ` T qV
T }˚ “ }Λ` T }˚

ě}Λ` T p1q}˚ ´ }T
p2q}˚ “ }B̃}˚ ` }T

p1q}˚ ´ }T
p2q}˚. (C.18)
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The last equality is because of the block diagonal structure of Λ and T p1q and }B̃}˚ “ }Λ}˚.
Combine (C.18) and (C.17), we have

}Θ}2F ď
3λ

2
}T p2q}˚ ´

λ

2
}T p1q}˚. (C.19)

According to (C.19), we have following cone condition

}T p1q}˚ ď 3}T p2q}˚. (C.20)

Also form (C.19) and using Assumption 18, we get

}Θ}2F ď
3λ

2
}T p2q}˚ ď

3λ

2

b

rankpT p2qq}T p2q}F ď 3λ
?
r}T p2q}F ď 3λ

?
r}Θ}F .

Combining with (C.20), we know with probability at least 1´ 2{pd1 ` d2q
2 ´ Ppn, d2q,

}Θ}F ď3
?
rλ,

}Θ}˚ ď}T
p1q}˚ ` }T

p2q}˚ ď 4}T p2q}˚ ď 24rλ.

This concludes the theorem.

C.5. Proof of Theorem 13

Let’s denote the loss function without penalty defined in (16) by L̂pBq and let I4 “ Ω̂´Ω‹.
We know

∇L̂pB̃q “2B̃ ´
2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi ¨ SpXiq|Zi
T
Ω̂
p9q
“ 2Ery ¨ SpxqzT sΩ‹ ´

2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi ¨ SpXiq|Zi
T
Ω̂

“2

ˆ

Ery ¨ SpxqzT spΩ‹ ´ Ω̂q ` pEry ¨ SpxqzT s ´
2

n

n
ÿ

i“1

qyi ¨ SpXiq|Zi
T
qΩ̂

˙

. (C.21)

From (C.21), we have

}∇L̂pB̃q}max ď 2}I7}max}I4}1 ` 2}I7}max}Ω
‹}1 ` 2}I4}max}Ery ¨ SpxqzT s}8

loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

dominant term

.

Note that

}Ery ¨ SpxqzT s}8 “ }B̃Σ‹}8 ď max
jPrd2s

|µj | ¨ }B
‹Σ‹}8. (C.22)

Combine (C.22) with (B.22) and drop off the intersection term (smaller order), we know

P

ˆ

}∇L̂pB̃q}max ą 38}Ω‹}1

c

M log d1d2
n

` 2 max
jPrd2s

|µj | ¨ }B
‹Σ‹}8H̃pn, d2q

˙

ď
2

d21d
2
2

` P̃pn, d2q.
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So under the setup in theorem we have }∇L̂pB̃q}max ď λ{2. On the other side, based on
definition of B̂ in (16), we have following basic inequality

L̂pB̂q ` λ}B̂}1,1 ď L̂pB̃q ` λ}B̃}1,1. (C.23)

Define Θ “ B̂ ´ B̃, same with (C.16) we have

L̂pB̂q ´ L̂pB̃q “ x∇L̂pB̃q,Θy ` }Θ}2F . (C.24)

Combine (C.23) and (C.24), and define S “ supppB̃q, we have

}Θ}2F ď´ x∇L̂pB̃q,Θy ` λ}B̃}1,1 ´ λ}B̂}1,1
ď}∇L̂pB̃q}max}Θ}1,1 ` λ}B̃S}1,1 ´ λ}B̂S}1,1 ´ λ}B̂SC }1,1

ď}∇L̂pB̃q}max}Θ}1,1 ` λ}ΘS}1,1 ´ λ}ΘSC }1,1. (C.25)

So, based on (C.25), we know, with probability at least 1´ 2{d1d2 ´ P̃pn, d2q,

}Θ}2F ď
3λ

2
}ΘS}1,1 ď

3λ

2

a

sd2}ΘS}F ùñ }Θ}F ď 2
a

sd2λ. (C.26)

Similarly, we have

}Θ}1,1 ď 4}ΘS}1,1 ď 8sd2λ.

This concludes the proof.

Appendix D. Additional simulation results and plots

We present additional simulations results for the setting discussed in Section 7.1 and 7.4.
Figure 9 illustrates the error trend for estimating β‹1, β‹d2{2 and β‹d2 under different link
functions and x following one of the following distributions: t13, Rayleigh or Weibull. Fig-
ure 10–12 plot the error trend for all d2 parameters. From the plots we observe that the
linear trend will be more and more obvious when k varies from 1 to d2, especially for
quadratic link functions. Note also that the number of samples needed to get comparable
results decrease dramatically as k increases. Figure 13 shows 95% confidence interval for
the signal trajectory of the real dataset we analyzed in Section 7.4, which is obtained by
doing parametric bootstrapping.
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(a) t13 for β‹1 (b) t13 for β‹d2{2 (c) t13 for β‹d2

(d) Rayleigh for β‹1 (e) Rayleigh for β‹d2{2 (f) Rayleigh for β‹d2

(g) Weibull for β‹1 (h) Weibull for β‹d2{2 (i) Weibull for β‹d2

Figure 9: Sparse vector estimation plot (II). This figure shows cosine distance trend for
error of estimating single sparse parameter in model (1). Six lines indicates six
different types of link functions. Each row represents one type of distribution for
design. We only plot the error trend for the first, the middle, the last parameter.
All above simulation results are consistent with Theorem 7.
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(a) Gaussian for f p1q (b) Gaussian for f p2q (c) Gaussian for f p3q

(d) Gaussian for f p4q (e) Gaussian for f p5q (f) Gaussian for f p6q

(g) Beta for f p1q (h) Beta for f p2q (i) Beta for f p3q

(j) Beta for f p4q (k) Beta for f p5q (l) Beta for f p6q

Figure 10: Sparse vector estimation for Gaussian and Beta design. This figure shows cosine
distance trend for error of estimating single sparse parameter in model (1). The
color varies from green to black when k varies from 1 to d2. The first and third
row correspond to the linear link function, while the second and fourth row
correspond to the quadratic link function.
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(a) Gamma for f p1q (b) Gamma for f p2q (c) Gamma for f p3q

(d) Gamma for f p4q (e) Gamma for f p5q (f) Gamma for f p6q

(g) t13 for f p1q (h) t13 for f p2q (i) t13 for f p3q

(j) t13 for f p4q (k) t13 for f p5q (l) t13 for f p6q

Figure 11: Sparse vector estimation for Gamma and t design. This figure shows cosine
distance trend for error of estimating single sparse parameter in model (1). The
color varies from green to black when k varies from 1 to d2. The first and third
row correspond to the linear link function, while the second and fourth row
correspond to the quadratic link function.
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(a) Rayleigh for f p1q (b) Rayleigh for f p2q (c) Rayleigh for f p3q

(d) Rayleigh for f p4q (e) Rayleigh for f p5q (f) Rayleigh for f p6q

(g) Weibull for f p1q (h) Weibull for f p2q (i) Weibull for f p3q

(j) Weibull for f p4q (k) Weibull for f p5q (l) Weibull for f p6q

Figure 12: Sparse vector estimation for Rayleigh and Weibull design. This figure shows
cosine distance trend for error of estimating single sparse parameter in model
(1). The color varies from green to black when k varies from 1 to d2. The first
and third row correspond to the linear link function, while the second and fourth
row correspond to the quadratic link function.
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(a) Production (b) Leaf rust (c) Green beans

(d) Production (e) Leaf rust (f) Green beans

Figure 13: Signal trajectories for 95% confidence interval (parametric bootstrapping). The
pl, iq plot shows the confidence interval trajectory of pβl,iq‹ where l “ 1, 2 indexes
the confounder and i “ 1, 2, 3 indexes the response. The blue line indicates the
upper bound, the red line indicates the estimator, and the green line indicates
the lower bound.
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